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NEW PRO SERIES KODIAK DAY PACK™ FROM FIELDLINE®  
The Backpack You've Been Waiting For to Meet All of Your Hunting Needs 

 
A day in the woods can be serious business so it is essential you have all your equipment ready at hand. Real 
outdoorsmen need professional grade gear, and that's when they reach for the new Fieldline Pro Series Kodiak Day 
Pack™.  Never before has a backpack of this caliber been so affordable.  A killer price combined with a host of hunter-
friendly features make the new Fieldline Kodiak the ideal pack for all of your hunting needs.   
 
The new Fieldline Pro Series Kodiak Day Pack measures 17.7in x 13.3in x 6.3in. Its roomy main compartment is big 
enough for your essential larger gear such as game bags and spare clothing while the various outer pockets will 
organize your smaller items like tags and game calls.   
 
The Fieldline Kodiak Day Pack sports features not found in other more pricey hunting packs like removable binocular 
straps, a stowable rifle carrier and multiple lashing straps for securing even more gear.  You would typically have to pay 
hundreds of dollars to find a pack with all of this and it probably still wouldn't be built as tough as the Fieldline Kodiak 
Day Pack.  The Kodiak is even compatible with a 2 liter hydration reservoir (not included). The pack also features 
paracord style zipper pulls to make access quick and quiet when wearing gloves or opening the pack in the dark just 
before first light.   
 
When that trophy is only minutes away you don't want to reveal yourself by making noise.  Fieldline had this in mind 
when designing the Pro Series and the Kodiak Day Pack will really help you stay quiet. In fact, the pack’s soft outer shell 
won't give you away even when you accidentally rub against that surprise tree branch.   
 
The new Fieldline Pro Series Kodiak Day Pack will hold more gear than most of us need but that won't stop us from 
filling it.  Fieldline designers knew this and made sure the Kodiak Day Pack was outfitted with top quality shoulder 
straps.  They feature extra padding in a yoke design that truly helps distribute the weight across your back.  To better 
stabilize the load on those long hikes, the Kodiak Day Pack also features a chest strap and a padded waist belt with a 
quick release buckle.  If you want to pack heavy and go deep, this is the pack for you.   

 
Fieldline works and plays as hard as you, and understands the rigors hunters place on their gear. Fieldline offers a 
Lifetime Warranty so you can take the Fieldline Pro Series Kodiak Day Pack to the woods with confidence. Fieldline is 
committed to providing high-quality packs, duffels and lifestyle accessories that are fully guaranteed against defects in 
workmanship and materials for the life of the product. 
 
To learn more about the new Fieldline Pro Series Kodiak Day Pack or any of the company’s rugged Pro Series  
packs and accessories, contact Fieldline at 1919 Vineburn Avenue, Los Angeles, Calif. 90032  
• Telephone: (800) 438-3353. Or visit online at www.fieldline.com. 
 

“Like” Fieldline on  to keep up with the latest news and for a chance to win a new Fieldline pack. 
 
Editor’s Note: For hi-res images and releases, please visit our online Press Room at www.full-throttlecommunications.com 
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